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You've purchased this product with Private Label Rights. You are free to sell it and keep 100 of the

profits. "Who Else Wants the Secrets That Will Pull Tons of Unclaimed Money From Your Website by

Applying 7 Simple But Dangerously Effective Video Tactics?" Being a newbie and very curious I asked

the people making these comments what they were doing. I wanted to know everything, good and bad...

What I learned that weekend was amazing, 7 Simple Tactics That Anyone Can Use... Why are you NOT

cashing in on the growing internet video buzz? I had some previous marketing experience offline and

going to the seminar helped me learn something about myself. My first job was in a department store

where I did fairly well on my commissions. I tried my talents out in a call center, yes I was one of those

guys interrupting your dinner, but I couldn't close a single call. It wasn't until attending the seminar that I

realized why I could do so well in the store but so bad on a phone. It was because I was giving up

something very valuable... Video allows you to use the oldest and most powerful medium of

communication to close the deal... Video gives back the one most powerful tools in any marketer's bag of

tricks and the one thing that I had lost attempting telemarketing... FACE TO FACE COMMUNICATION!

Why is talking face to face so important? Just watch ANY two people talking. People in general are very

animated when we talk to each other. Your eyes, your mouth, and your movements all combine with your

voice to say what you need to say. Can You Handle Getting Paid For A 30 Second Video Clip? Learn

how to use video to drive massive traffic to your site for months or even years after launch... Don't let

you're existing videos keep stealing your profits... If you are thinking of adding videos to your site or if you

already have them you need to know these 7 secrets... Stop leaving loads of money on the table every

time someone visits your website... Stop paying for bandwidth for videos that only add the "bells and

whistles" learn how to make your video content generate cash... Stop making excuses for not using video
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in your strategies and start using video to profit month after money... Find out how Keith Wellman,

Sterling Valentine, Gary Ambrose, Mike Filsaime, and many others make six figures in just seven days by

leveraging the power of video... Generate tons of subscribers and add proven BUYERS to your list in

record time! Have you spend many grueling painstaking hours, days, even weeks trying to write your own

copy? Only to have it convert at a measly 1 or 2 percent? Or worse yet...had to pay several thousand

dollars to get copy written with the same crappy results? Not anymore! Learn to make your website

convert like crazy with simple video! No matter how good you copy is, it doesn't work if no one reads it...

While you can't make people read your sales letter, you can instantly peak their interest. You can tell

them in seconds what would take a pages the old fashioned way. If you decide to grab your own copy of

"Seven Ways To Monetize Your Product With Videos" today, you will also receive... Tags: plr, mrr
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